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Conventions

Overview
Today’s businesses need reliable access to information 24 hours every
day. Servers, routers, power & applications interact to potentially create
several points of failure. Ensuring that your infrastructure operates in an
optimized state requires the right tools.
The backStage Manager simplifies and manages the problems of today's
complex infrastructure. Leveraging continuous data collection, the
backStage Manager equips your business with the technology necessary
to tame the ever-changing IT world. Integrating hundreds of dissimilar
technologies, providing you failsafe protection 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year, and a solid foundation to meet your future network monitoring
and security needs.
The goal of this user guide is to familiarize you with the capabilities
within the backStage Manager user interface. It offers a representative
sample of common tasks and operations to help users get oriented.
The reader should have general familiarity with web browsers, general
computing topics, and possess a modest grasp of TCP/IP fundamentals,
including SNMP and network management protocols.
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In this document, the following conventions are used:


Fixed-width text indicates user inputs, i.e. strings the user may
type.



Italicized text indicates menu selections, i.e. links the user may
click.



Boldface text indicates text displayed by the system. It is also
used to specify navigational destinations, i.e. screens the user
may browse to.



Underlined text is used to introduce terminology. Where the
meanings of new terms are not readily inferred by context,
explanations are provided.



Sans-serif text indicates section and procedure titles within
this document.

SPECIAL NOTE: This user guide utilizes a network appliance named
sunrise.secglobe.net in many examples. As you proceed, be sure to
substitute the actual hostname or IP address of your appliance.
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Navigation within backStage Manager

Overview of backstage Manager

Every view in backStage Manager displays these navigational controls:
the primary menu bar (1), secondary menu bar (2), and menu list (3):

In this section you’ll tour some of backStage Manager’s most commonly
visited views. You’ll see how backStage Manager helps visualize network
status and learn to interpret the user interface.
Logging On to backStage Manager
Open your preferred web browser and enter the following URL:
https://hostname.domain.com:10326
Note:

Where hostname is the actual host name of your backstage
And domain is the actual domain of your network.
Be sure to use https protocol and to specify port 10326

On most views, the menu list is a set of hyperlinks that navigate to other
views. In the menu list, there are subsequent display options available by
selecting/deselecting the checkboxes to customize the information
displayed on that view.
Optional display filters are available on selected screens as well. For
example, on the Home screen shown above, the numbers in the colored
boxes at top right are links to related Monitoring views.

Complete the Login and Password fields, and click the Login button.
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Home Screen
The Home Screen offers an at-a-glance perspective on the health of all
systems monitored by the appliance and displays the current state of
your network.
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The Status of Host Groups graph categorizes the current host states.
Host groups are collections of hosts. Any host can belong to zero or
more host groups.
Tactical Overview
This view lists all current problem states in a table. Visit the Tactical
Overview often, to see which hosts and services currently require
attention.

The Hosts chart displays a percentage value of the current states of all
monitored hosts. Monitored hosts are computers, routers, or
applications that backStage Manager is configured to monitor. Host
states are UP or DOWN.
The Services chart displays a percentage value of the current states of
all monitored services. Monitored services are processes (ftp, Exchange,
etc.), statistics (CPU utilization, disk space, bandwidth utilization, ping
times, etc.) or other characteristics that backStage Manager monitors on
a host. Service states are OK, WARNING, CRITICAL, or UNKNOWN.
Hosts and Services can be grouped together in a collection. The Status
of Service Groups graph categorizes the current service states and are
collections of services. Any service can belong to zero or more service
groups.
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In this case, one service problem is shown: A service warning indicating
that the RAM utilization reported by a monitored host exceeds a preestablished threshold.
The problem’s processing state is “unhandled”. There are four
processing states: Unhandled, acknowledged, scheduled, and blocking.
To review the warning in detail, click the word memory in the Service
Name column, which will provide additional details about the warning.
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backstage Ticket System
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Monitoring

The backStage Ticket System link in the Home section of the interface
takes you to Secure Global Solution’s customer service ticket tracking
system.

Monitoring Submenu
The Monitoring Menu provides access to detailed information regarding
all the devices and services being monitored by backstage.

Service Problems
This view summarizes all current service problems for each of your
monitored hosts. Use the Services Problems view to see which
monitored services currently require attention.

You may also enter a trouble ticket at https://ticket.secglobe.net.
When putting a ticket into the SGS Ticket system, please refer to our
SGS Ticket System Quick Reference Card regarding placing a trouble
ticket and how to classify the ticket properly.

In this view, only service checks that have yielded abnormal/not-OK
results are shown. Click All Services to see a complete list of service
checks, including those with OK status.
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In the definition of each service check, thresholds are set to interpret the
check results. Service check results can result in four service check states:


OK: The service check was executed normally, and results are
acceptable.



WARNING: The service check was executed normally, and
results exceed the warning threshold.



CRITICAL: The service check was executed normally, and
results exceed the critical threshold.



UNKNOWN: The service check was not executed normally, or
the results cannot be interpreted.
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In this example, the host groups have been used to group specific hosts
by operating system and functional role. A user with administrative
access to backStage Manager can also create host groups according to
different criteria, such as network segment or departmental affiliation.
Each host can be assigned to multiple host groups.
Click a hostname in the list to view detailed status of that device.
Click a service name in the list to view detailed status of that service.
Grids – By Service
This view helps you quickly determine which monitored hosts are being
checked for various services, and provides a service-by-service status
overview. The information is sorted by Service Group, then by Host.

Grids by Host
This view helps you quickly determine which service checks are being
performed on each monitored host, and provides a host-by-host status
overview. The information is sorted by Host Group, then by Host.

In this example, notice how service groups have been used to group
monitored services by the type of quantity each check measures. A user
with administrative access to backStage Manager might also create
service groups according to different criteria. Since each service can be a
member of one or more service groups.
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Event Logs
Click a hostname in the list to view detailed status of that device.
Click a service name in the list to view detailed status of that service.
Hosts

This view lets you generate reports from backStage Manager’s event
logs. Events are generated when host check results and service check
results are processed. This view offers several customization options to
help display the data according to your needs.

This view summarizes current connectivity to all of your monitored
hosts. Each host is tested periodically, to determine whether it is
responsive.

Click the column headings to sort the table rows as desired.
Some host checks attempt protocol handshakes (such as telnet), while
other host checks use pings. Host checks only verify that hosts are UP or
DOWN. They do not verify proper operation of hosts. For example, a
ping-based host check cannot report warning or critical conditions on
the basis of network latency. A ping-based service check can be
separately performed for that purpose.
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these thresholds to create warning and critical state changes, check the
Display Status checkbox.

Views Menu
This view lets you select a set of performance graphs to view together.
This can help quickly identify trends and correlations in monitoring data.
For example, if an environmental sensor reports critical heat conditions,
you might graph the reported temperature alongside certain CPU loads
or other checks, to help diagnose the problem.

The menu list presents available graphs by host group and service
group. A user with administrative privileges can create host groups and
service groups in order to collect different sets of graphs for better
viewing.
There is also a shortcut view also displayable here: by clicking on a
service check name (not its checkbox), you will able to display daily,
weekly, monthly, and yearly graphs for that service check.

Some service checks return more than one piece of performance data. In
the example above, the Current_Load service check returns
performance data named load1, load15, and load5.
Check or uncheck the Split Components checkbox to see the graphs
split or superimposed.
backStage Manager determines the state of a service by comparing
service check results to thresholds. To see where the results exceed
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To limit the display by time interval, either use the Period Selection
pulldown menu or specify the Begin date and End date. Click View.

Reporting Menu
This view displays statistics on the availability of a host and its services. It
shows the percentages of time the host was UP and DOWN, as well as
the percentages of time each monitored service spent in OK, WARNING,
CRITICAL, and UNKNOWN states.
Note:
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Scheduled downtime does not affect this evaluation. Only
unscheduled state changes are represented here.

Scroll down to the bar graphs at the bottom of this view. Drag them
horizontally with the mouse to view historical data.
Host Groups
This view displays statistics on the availability of a host group and the
hosts in that group. It shows the percentages of time each host was UP
and DOWN.
Note:

Scheduled downtime does not affect this evaluation. Only
unscheduled state changes are represented here.

Use the Host pulldown-menu to choose a host. A summary of host
check results is displayed.
Click the name of a service in the Service column of the State
Breakdowns table. A summary of service checks is shown for that item.
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Use the pulldown menu to select a host group. A summary of host check
results is displayed.
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Click the name of a host in the Host column of the table to isolate the
statistics of that host. To limit the display by time interval, either use the
Period Selection pulldown menu or specify the Begin date and End
date. Click View.
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limit the display by time interval, either use the Period Selection
pulldown menu or specify the Begin date and End date. Click View.
Scroll down to the bar graphs at the bottom of this view. Drag them
horizontally with the mouse to view historical data.

Scroll down to the bar graphs at the bottom of this view. Drag them
horizontally with the mouse to view historical data.
Services Groups
This view displays statistics on the availability of a service group and the
services in that group. It shows the percentages of time each monitored
service spent in OK, WARNING, CRITICAL, and UNKNOWN states.

Use the pulldown menu to select a service group. A summary of service
check results is displayed.
Click the name of a host in the Host column or the name of a service in
the Service column to isolate the statistics of that host or service. To
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Monitoring Procedures
In this section you’ll see examples of common monitoring tasks. You’ll
learn how backStage Manager’s various views can be used to identify
and diagnose performance issues on monitored devices.
Reviewing Problems
Scenario:

While you are displaying the Tactical Overview, a new
service problem appears.

In this case, RAM utilization reported by a Windows server exceeds the
warning threshold specified in the service check.
In the Performance Data field, you can see the actual reported data.
In the Last Check field, you can see the timestamp on the most recent
service check response.
In the Current State Duration field, you can see how long the service
has been in this WARNING state.

Response:

Click on the service name in the Service Name column
of the item, to display the Service Problem Detail view.

The Service Problem Detail view gives additional information about the
state of the service, and offers a variety of Service Commands you can
execute in response.
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You decide to connect to the Windows server and inspect its Task
Manager. You know this machine routinely runs memory intensive
applications, and you determine that no action is required at this time.
In backStage Manager, you acknowledge the condition so it will no
longer appear as unhandled. Click Acknowledge this service in the
Service Commands pane.

Overview and Understanding Your Data
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The Service Problem Acknowledgement view lets you enter a
comment describing your analysis of the problem. Your comment will be
available for future reference through the Monitoring ► Event Logs
view.

Complete the comment field, then click Add. You are returned to the
Service Notification Details view.
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procedures should be defined by your business’s Systems
Administrators.
In this example, a service problem’s processing state was changed from
Unhandled to Acknowledged. There are four processing states:


Scheduled: An anticipated outage. When a monitored service
will be deliberately taken offline, schedule downtime for it in
backStage Manager so the service will not be flagged as an
unhandled problem during the outage. Scheduled downtime
is not represented in the Reporting ► Dashboard views.



Blocking: If a router goes down, the backStage Manager
appliance may be unable to communicate with managed
devices across the fragmented network. Information about
network topology can be configured into host records in
backStage Manager in the form of parent/child relationships
between hosts. Thus, it is possible to report the router’s host
DOWN status as a “blocking outage”, rather than reporting
unhandled problems for every service and host behind the
router.



Unhandled: New problems usually appear in this state. The
problem was not anticipated, does not appear to result from a
blocking outage, and has not been acknowledged.



Acknowledged: A problem that has been reviewed and acted
upon. Use the Acknowledge this problem link as shown in
this example to change a problem’s state to acknowledged.

To return to the Tactical Overview, click Home, then click Tactical
Overview.
If this service notification appears consistently, your System
Administrator may respond by adjusting the notification thresholds of
the service check, or by upgrading the overloaded system.
Some service notifications may alert you to the need to administer
affected systems on your network, escalate the issue to a supervisor’s
attention, or take other action as appropriate. Other notifications may
represent transient conditions, and require no action. Response
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As you saw on the Service Problem Detail view, several response
options appear in the Service Commands pane, at right. These
commands are used to alter the way backStage Manager monitors this
service.
NOTE:

In some cases, changing these settings can have unintended
effects on backStage Manager’s behavior. In general, do not
change a service check’s Enable / Disable settings unless you
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have a detailed understanding of how the service check is
configured. Under most circumstances, you will only need to
use the Re-schedule, Comment, and Acknowledgement
functions.



Schedule downtime for this service: Use this feature when a
service outage is anticipated, as for scheduled maintenance.
backStage Manager will detect a service problem, but its
processing state will be “scheduled” rather than “unhandled”.



Enable / Disable Checks for this service: Some service
checks are accomplished by query-response packet exchanges
initiated by backStage Manager. You can activate and
deactivate the queries. backStage Manager will not initiate
checks.



Add a comment for this service: Add notes to the event log.
To review them, navigate to Monitoring ► Event Logs. After
a comment is submitted, it often takes some time to appear in
the event log.




Re-schedule the next check for this service: Pending service
checks are scheduled based on predefined service intervals.
You can re-schedule the next check manually.

Enable / Disable Event Handler: Event handlers are scripts or
commands invoked after a service check is received. Event
handlers can be configured to do many things. You can
activate and deactivate the handler, so that it is not invoked.



Re-schedule the next check for this service (forced): You
can provoke an immediate service check. For example, after a
daemon has been restarted on a server, you can repeat the
service check to see if it clears the service problem. Note that
backStage Manager may require some time to report the
results of the service check.





Submit result for this service: You can create dummy service
check results, containing any data you wish to specify.

Enable / Disable Flap Detection: Some services tend to
change states frequently. For example, if applications are
generating bursty, high-volume network traffic, the bandwidth
utilization service check on a router interface might cross
thresholds between OK, WARNING, and CRITICAL states many
times. Flap detection uses statistical analysis of service check
results over time to detect these rapid state changes. Flap
detection can suppress notification, so that system and
network administrators are not alerted at inappropriate times.



Enable / Disable Accepting passive checks for this service:
Some service checks are accomplished by uni-directional
packet submissions initiated by monitored devices. backStage
Manager does not provoke these checks; it merely listens for
them and processes them when they are received. You can
activate and deactivate passive check processing.



Acknowledge this service: As demonstrated in this example,
acknowledgement adds a comment to the event log and
removes the “unhandled” status from a service problem.
Acknowledge a service problem after you have analyzed it and
initiated an appropriate response.



Enable / Disable Notifications for this service: backStage
Manager can be configured to generate notifications (emails,
pages, SMS messages, etc) if service problems persist. You can
activate and deactivate this behavior.
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Interpreting Graphical Views
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Reports

backStage Manager logs can represent event history graphically. This
can help reveal trends in the data.
Scenario:

Overnight, an email notification from backStage Manager
indicated bandwidth utilization above a warning notification
threshold on an interface. This morning the network appears
healthy

Response:

Navigate to Views ► Graphs and review the data graphically.

The Event Logs view lets you generate reports from backStage Manager’s
event logs. Events are generated when host check results and service check
results are processed.

To select among the available host checks and service checks, click checkboxes
in the menu list along the left side of the display. To limit the display by time
interval, either choose a Graph Period from the pulldown menu or specify the
From and To times. Click Apply.
Click to select a relevant set of service checks in the menu list at left, and set a
Graph Period that spans the time interval in question. Click Apply.
Analysis:

It looks like one of your file servers received a large amount of
inbound traffic overnight, which was confirmed by a network
backup.
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Set checkboxes to limit the output by several criteria:
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Appendix



Select or deselect Notifications, Alerts, and Errors



If your report includes any host checks, select or deselect Up,
Unreachable, and Down as appropriate to limit the output by host
state.

Support:



If your report includes any service checks, select or deselect Ok,
Critical, Warning, and Unknown as appropriate to limit the output
my service state.

SGS provides an online trouble ticket system you can place a reported
issue, feature request, or provide any customer feedback. This trouble
ticket system is available at:



Select Hard Only to exclude soft events. Refer to the explanation
below. For most reports, soft events are not desirable.

Events can be Soft or Hard. Typically, a service check must remain in a state
for a specified number of retries before notifications are generated and event
handlers are invoked. Thus, most new state changes are logged as soft events.
For example, a service check might normally be executed every 5 minutes. If
its state changes to critical it is logged as a soft critical event with retry
number 1/3. Retry 2/3 is executed one minute later, resulting in another soft
critical event. Retry 3/3 is executed one more minute later, resulting in a hard
critical event, spawning notifications and invoking an event handler.
Click the
icon to export this data as comma-separated values, or click the
icon to export as XML.

https://ticket.secglobe.net/
Customer Service:
SGS maintains a 24/7 Network Operations Center (NOC) which remains
available to address any customer inquiries or concerns. If necessary, a
trouble ticket will be created to address any customer request.
Network Operations Center (for trouble tickets):




Corporate Headquarters:
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Phone (Toll-Free): +1.877.240.1019 - Option 2
Phone (Toll): +1.262.240.1019 – Option 2
Email: noc@secglobe.net

Phone: 1.800.903.7068
Direct: 1.949.502.5845
Website: http://www.secglobe.net/
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